The vibronic spectroscopy of jet-cooled bis-(4-hydroxyphenyl)methane has been explored using fluorescence excitation, dispersed fluorescence (DFL), UV-UV hole-burning, UV depletion, and fluorescence-dip infrared spectroscopies. Calculations predict the presence of three nearly isoenergetic conformers that differ in the orientations of the two OH groups in the para positions on the two aromatic rings (labeled uu, dd, and ud). In practice, two conformers (labeled A and B) are observed, with S 0 -S 1 origins at 35 184 and 35 209 cm −1 , respectively. The two conformers have nearly identical vibronic spectra and hydride stretch infrared spectra. The low-frequency vibronic structure is assigned to bands involving the phenyl torsions (T andT ), ring-flapping (R andR), and butterfly (β) modes. Symmetry arguments lead to a tentative assignment of the two conformers as the C 2 symmetric uu and dd conformers. The S 0 -S 2 origins are assigned to bands located 132 cm −1 above the S 0 -S 1 origins of both conformers. DFL spectra from the S 2 origin of the two conformers display extensive evidence for vibronic coupling between the two close-lying electronic states. Near-resonant coupling from the S 2 origin occurs dominantly to S 1R 1 and S 1R 1 β 1 levels, which are located -15 and +31 cm −1 from it. Unusual vibronic activity in the ring-breathing (ν 1 ) and ring-deformation (ν 6a ) modes is also attributed to vibronic coupling involving these Franck-Condon active modes. A multimode vibronic coupling model is developed based on earlier theoretical descriptions of molecular dimers [Fulton and Gouterman, J. Chem. Phys. 35, 1059 (1961)] and applied here to flexible bichromophores. The model is able to account for the ring-mode activity under conditions in which the S 2 origin is strongly mixed (60%/40%) with S 1 6a 1 and1 1 levels. The direct extension of this model to the T /T and R /R inter-ring mode pairs is only partially successful and required some modification to lower the efficiency of the S 1 /S 2 mixing compared to the ring modes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Bis-(4-hydroxyphenyl)methane [b4HPM, Fig. 1(a) ] is a flexible bichromophore containing two para-cresol (p-cresol) [ Fig. 1(b) ] units sharing the same methyl group. It is a close analog of diphenylmethane [DPM, Fig. 1(c) ], 1, 2 differing from it by addition of two OH groups in the para positions on both rings. In the ground electronic state, the OH groups add two further flexible coordinates (OH internal rotation) to the two phenyl torsional coordinates already present in DPM. In DPM, the symmetry of the phenyl rings produces two enantiomeric minima that are spectroscopically indistinguishable from one another. Our recent study of bis-(2-hydroxyphenyl)methane [b2HPM, Fig. 1(d) ], placed the two OH groups ortho to the methylene where they can interact with one another, producing both OH· · ·O and OH· · ·π bound conformers. 3 In b4HPM, a structural isomer of b2HPM, the two OH groups are placed in the para positions on the rings, too far away to interact directly with one another. As shown in Fig. 2 , the asymmetry of the OH groups produces four minima differing in the relative orientations of the OH groups either pointing up (u) toward or down (d) away from the bridging methylene group. Three of these (uu, dd, and ud/du) are spectroscopically distinguishable, thereby facilitating a detailed characterization of the torsional potential energy surface by selective excitation and spectroscopic characterization of the observed conformational isomers.
One of our motivations in carrying out this study is that b4HPM, such as DPM, 1, 2 is a model system for state-selective studies of excitonic effects, with two p-cresol ultraviolet chromophores in close proximity to one another. We therefore anticipate the presence of two close-lying excited states, whose energy separation and degree of localization or delocalization depends sensitively on the relative orientation of two chromophores and the magnitude of the electronic coupling between them. In this circumstance, vibronic effects are anticipated to be significant, since the two electronic states have vibrational manifolds that are intermingled with one another at energies not far above the S 1 origin, where state-specific mixing can be probed.
In recent work on DPM, 1, 2 we explored its vibronic and rotationally resolved spectroscopy in some detail under jet-cooled conditions. In that case, the splitting between the S 0 -S 1 and S 0 -S 2 origin transitions was 123 cm −1 . DPM retained C 2 symmetry in all three electronic states, with electronic excitation in S 1 and S 2 delocalized over the two rings. Dispersed fluorescence from the S 2 zero-point level showed clear signatures of vibronic coupling (sometimes referred to as "internal mixing") 4 between the S 2 zero-point level and nearby S 1 vibronic levels, reflecting the quantum character of the S 1 vibronic levels involved in the mixing through the v = 0 Franck-Condon (FC) emission back to corresponding levels in the ground state.
The state-selective view of vibronic coupling between the two states afforded by those studies provided a motivation for further exploration of other flexible bichromophores that differ from DPM in well-defined ways. Previous work on b2HPM was less revealing about vibronic effects than that in DPM, in part, because either large asymmetry (in the OH· · ·O conformer) or weak intensity (OH· · ·π conformer) made it difficult to identify and characterize the S 2 states. The present study of b4HPM does not suffer from such effects, and thus is a first example of substituted versions of diphenylmethane that possess conformational isomers, and thus provide conformation-specific access to different regions of the excited state torsional surfaces from each of the ob- served conformational minima. Relative to DPM, the magnitude of the electronic splitting and the vibrational frequencies of coupled modes are anticipated to change in ways that we hope will give an additional insight into the coupling between the vibronic states of the two electronic potential energy surfaces.
The present paper focuses attention on the vibronic spectroscopy of b4HPM. We use an array of single-and doubleresonance techniques to characterize the ground and excited state surfaces, including fluorescence excitation (FE), dispersed fluorescence (DFL), UV-UV hole-burning (UVHB), and fluorescence-dip infrared (FDIR) (Ref. 5) spectroscopies. Elsewhere, we will report on high resolution UV spectra of several of the vibronic bands of both conformers, 6 and on stimulated emission pumping-population transfer spectra that determined the energy barriers and relative energies of the conformational minima of b4HPM. 7 One of the significant advances in this work is the development of a multidimensional vibronic coupling model 8 applied earlier to excitonic effects in molecular dimers 9 and its application to flexible bichromophores. As we shall see, this model is able to account for unusual vibronic intensities involving the Franck-Condon active ring modes observed in the S 1 and S 2 origin emission spectra. The extension of this model to include the inter-ring torsion and ring-flapping modes is only partially successful, pointing the way for future work.
II. EXPERIMENTAL COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

A. Experiment
The experimental methods used to record FE, DFL, and UVHB spectra of b4HPM have been explained in detail elsewhere. 10 Only a brief explanation is presented here. A solid sample of b4HPM was purchased from SigmaAldrich 11 (98% purity) and used without further purification. The sample was heated to 140
• C and expanded into vacuum through a 500 μm diameter pulsed nozzle (P 0 = 3 bar He).
The frequency doubled output of a Nd:YAG-pumped dye laser (ScanMate and ScanMate Pro) is used as the fluorescence excitation light source (≈0.1 mJ/pulse). Fluorescence was detected with a photomultiplier tube (ETI 9318QB) using either a boxcar gated integrator (SR 250) or directly in a digital oscilloscope (Tektronix TDS 3052B) controlled by a data acquisition computer.
UV-UV hole-burning spectroscopy was used to record conformation-specific UV spectra. In this case, an ultraviolet hole-burning laser (0.2 mJ/pulse, 10 Hz) was fired 200 ns before the probe laser (0.1 mJ/pulse, 20 Hz), suitably overlapped in space to sample the same molecular population. The wavelength of the hole-burn laser was fixed on a transition of interest at an intensity sufficient to partially saturate the transition, thereby removing a measurable fraction of the ground state population. The UV probe laser was then tuned through the spectral region of interest, while the difference in the signal with and without the hole-burn laser was recorded, using active baseline subtraction in a gated integrator. All transitions sharing the same ground state level showed a nonzero difference signal, thereby producing a conformation-specific UV spectrum.
If the hole-burn laser is tuned and the probe laser is fixed in wavelength, an alternative form of the hole-burning spectrum results that we call UV-depletion (UVD) spectroscopy. In the context of this work, the UVD spectra enabled us to look sensitively for small transitions that were hard to observe in the UVHB spectra.
DFL spectra were recorded using a Jobin Yvon 750i monochromator (0.75 m) and a charge coupled device camera (Andor series DU440BU2) operating at -75
• C temperature. The spectral resolution of the DFL spectra was about 6-8 cm −1 with 50-100 μm entrance slit widths. Details of the FDIR spectra are included in the supplementary material. 
B. Computational methods
Starting structures for the low-lying minima of b4HPM were selected by performing AMBER (Ref. 12) force field calculations within the MACROMODEL (Ref. 13 ) suites of programs. Resulting geometries were then used as inputs for geometry optimizations with more accurate levels of theory. Both standard density functionals (B3LYP) (Ref. 14) and dispersion corrected functionals (M052-X, 15 ωB97X-D 16 ) were used to compute energies of selected conformations. Two split valance basis sets (6-31+G* and 6-311G**) were employed using the GAUSSIAN 03 and GAUSSIAN 09 suites of programs. 17 Harmonic vibrational frequencies were also calculated at the same level of theory to confirm the absence of negative frequencies and to provide predictions for comparison with experiment. Excited state geometry optimizations were carried out with configuration interaction singles (CIS/6-311G**) method within the Q-CHEM computational package. 18 Vertical excitation energies were also computed with same levels of theories on optimized ground state geometries.
III. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
Optimized structures for the three low-energy conformers of b4HPM computed at the DFT B3LYP/6-31G* level of theory have already been shown in Fig. 2 . There is little change in either the structure or vibrational frequencies between B3LYP and the two dispersion-corrected functionals used (Sec. II B). The uu and dd conformational minima have C 2 symmetry, while ud/du is C 1 . The calculated inter-ring angle is 91
• , close to that found in DPM (93 • ). As in DPM, many of the high-frequency vibrations involving the ring modes of b4HPM come in symmetric/antisymmetric pairs that are sums and differences of modes identifiable in the "monomer" equivalent p-cresol. In most cases, the calculations predict ground state vibrational frequencies for each pair separated from one another by no more than a few cm -1 . In the C 2 symmetry conformers, they form an a/b symmetry pair, only one of which would appear as a dipole-allowed fundamental in the vibronic spectrum. The low-frequency modes in the conformers of b4HPM involve inter-ring motions that have close analogs in DPM. 1, 2 Figure 3 plots the form of the five lowest-frequency modes of b4HPM, which play a prominent role in the spectroscopy. Once again, in the C 2 symmetry conformers, the T/T and R/R modes form a/b symmetry pairs that change the orientation of the phenyl rings with respect to one another. Again, if C 2 symmetry is maintained in the b4HPM conformers upon electronic excitation, only the T and R modes will have allowed fundamentals, while only the even overtones and combination bands ofT andR should be allowed. The totally symmetric butterfly mode (β) lacks an antisymmetric partner, which instead corresponds to rotation about an axis perpendicular to the C 2 axis. In our study of DPM, 1, 2 theR mode was labeled β, which we now think is inappropriate given the form of the mode. The predicted frequencies of these modes are given in the figure for convenient comparison with experiment.
The form of the normal modes changes only slightly in the ud conformer, despite the fact that it strictly no longer has C 2 symmetry. As a result, it is questionable whether symmetry arguments can be used to definitely rule out this conformer's presence.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
A. Fluorescence excitation, UVHB, and UVD spectra
The fluorescence excitation spectrum of b4HPM is shown in Fig. 4(a) The overview UVHB spectra in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c) were recorded with the hole-burning laser fixed on the transitions marked by asterisks in Fig. 4(a) . Under coldest conditions in the expansion, these two UVHB spectra account for essentially all observed transitions over the entire wavenumber region shown, establishing the presence of two conformers of b4HPM. The S 0 -S 1 6 Since, based on the calculations, we were anticipating the presence of a third conformer, careful searches were made for this conformer over a range of conditions, including the ones in which the expansion was warmer and hot bands could appear. Based on the vibronic analysis that follows, it was possible to account for all transitions as arising from these two conformers and their hot bands. Since high resolution spectra of most of the main bands in these spectra have been recorded, 6 it is unlikely that the bands are masked by an overlap with transitions from conformers A and B. We surmise on this basis that the transitions due to a third conformer, if it has bound levels at all, are too weak to be observed. This is a likely consequence of the small energy barriers separating the minima, enabling cooling to occur between them. Further studies of the two-dimensional (2D) torsional surface and measurement of the energy barriers separating the minima are left for future work. 7 The insets in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c) show the higherfrequency region at a magnification five times than that in the origin region. Transitions due to prominent in-plane ring distortion (6a) and ring breathing (1) fundamentals are labeled in the spectrum, using the Varsanyi numbering scheme. 21 Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show expanded views of the first 200 cm −1 of the UVHB spectra of conformers A and B of b4HPM. Both spectra exhibit extensive vibronic structure, most of which can be accounted for by analogy to DPM as fundamentals, overtones, and combination bands involving β, T,T , and R, as indicated in the figure and summarized in Table I . DFL spectra (Sec. IV B) will confirm these assignments. Notably, the +43 cm -1 transition in both spectra is assigned asT 2 0 , with no measurable intensity at half this frequency where the fundamental would occur. However, UV-depletion spectroscopy can be used to look sensitively at high laser powers for even weak transitions in the conformation-specific UV spectrum. The UVD spectra in Figs above the S 1 origin, it seemed plausible that these bands may be associated with S 0 -S 2 origin transitions. As we shall shortly see, based on the DFL spectra, one of these bands is indeed the S 0 -S 2 origin, while the other is the S 0 -S 1 R 1 0 fundamental. Fluorescence-dip infrared spectra have been recorded in the CH and OH stretch regions of the infrared. The spectra of the two conformers, shown in the supplementary material, 5 are nearly identical with one another, as might be expected given the subtle structural differences between the potential conformers (uu, ud, dd).
B. DFL spectra
S 1 origin DFL
DFL spectra of the S 1 ← S 0 origin bands of the two conformers of b4HPM are shown in Fig. 6 . In the low-frequency region (shown in the inset), fundamentals due to the symmetric torsion (T, 21 cm -1 ), butterfly (β, 45 cm -1 ), and flapping (R, 155 cm -1 ) modes are assignable based on analogy with DPM and close correspondence with calculated frequencies (Table II) the ring. The small changes in T andT reflect the fact that the oxygen atoms are on the axes about which phenyl torsion occurs. We tentatively assign the weak band at 326 cm -1 to the fundamental of the symmetric out-of-plane torsion of the two OH groups (τ OH) with calculated frequency of 333 cm -1 . The corresponding mode in phenol has been reported at 310 cm −1 by Kleinermanns et al. 22 The set of transitions near 850 cm -1 is in a region where one might anticipate the ring breathing mode (ν 1 ). However, only the antisymmetric ring breathing mode (in which one ring is expanding while the other is contracting) is identifiable in this frequency region amongst the calculated normal modes (861 cm -1 , b symmetry). Other inplane ring deformation modes (e.g., 6a) are very weak in the S 1 origin emission spectrum, a point to which we will return later.
Symmetric torsion progression (T)
Figures 7(c) and 7(d) present the DFL spectra of the transitions 31 and 62 cm -1 above the S 1 origin of b4HPM(A), assigned as the T 1 0 and T 2 0 fundamentals. Franck-Condon fitting of the torsional progressions in these spectra, the 0 0 DFL spectrum [ Fig. 7(b) ] and the UVHB spectrum [ Fig. 7(a) ], reproduce the torsional intensities with a displacement parameter, D = 0.85. 23 These are values similar to those found for DPM. The qualitative appearance of the emission from these bands is consistent with their assignment as theT 2 0 and β 1 0 transitions, respectively. The spectra from conformer B are easiest to interpret in this way. The B+43 cm −1 spectrum [ Fig. 8(b) ] has its strongest transition at -25 cm −1 , ascribable to theT 2 2 transition. The tie lines in the figure highlight the progression in even quantaT 2 n that dominate the spectrum. In Fig. 8(d) , strong transitions appear at (-44, -89, and -132) cm -1 , associated with a progression due to β 1 n , n = 1-3. The fact that the antisymmetric torsionT appears only as an even overtone in both excitation and dispersed fluorescence is most consistent with the two observed conformers being the symmetric conformers uu and dd. The transition dipole moments determined by high resolution ultraviolet spectroscopy of the S 0 -S 1 origins of the two conformers also points to this assignment, 6 which is discussed in more detail in Ref. 6 . Beyond the assignments themselves, however, aspects of the spectra in Fig. 8 are puzzling. Some of these intensity anomalies can be accounted for by invoking a 2:1 Fermi resonance between the β 1 andT 2 upper levels, reflected in the presence of a strongT . This is the case despite the fact that there is a firm evidence for the retention of C 2 symmetry, since the v = odd transitions are, at most, very weak relative to v = 2. Any Franck-Condon analysis with zero displacement alongT fails miserably in accounting for the observed intensities in this progression. After careful consideration of possible interferences or artifacts, we conclude that these anomalous intensities involving theT progression are real signatures of vibronic coupling in b4HPM. We return to a further discussion of this point in Sec. V. 1 0 ) The UVHB spectra in Fig. 5 show bands in both conformers 132 cm −1 above their respective S 0 -S 1 origins, at about one-third the intensity, with shoulders just to the blue (134 cm −1 in A). The high resolution spectrum of the +132 cm -1 , to be reported in detail elsewhere, 6 is observed to have a transition dipole moment parallel to the C 2 axis (and Fig. 3 for a description of the normal modes. b Reference 1. c OH out-of-plane torsion based on phenol vibration assignment from Ref. 21. perpendicular to that of the S 1 origin), marking it as the S 2 origin transition of b4HPM. There is ample vibronic level evidence to support this assignment. Figure 10 (a) shows the first 600 cm −1 of the DFL spectrum from the +132 cm −1 band of A, while Fig. 11 (a) presents an overview that extends out to -1400 cm −1 , thereby including the activity in the ring modes. The spectrum in Fig. 11(a) is compared with the corresponding emission from the S 1 origin of b4HPM(A) [ Fig. 11(b) ] and with a stick spectrum of the main bands in the DFL spectrum of the S 1 origin of p-cresol [ Fig. 11(c) ] from Ebata et al. 19 The spectrum in Fig. 11(a) is unusual in at least three respects. First, the spectrum is dominated by strong transitions involving ring modes at -485, -850, and -1258 cm −1 that are larger than the resonance fluorescence peak. These appear at positions close to the Franck-Condon active transitions in p-cresol 18 [ Fig. 11(c) ], but with an enhanced intensity nearly ten times the size of the corresponding bands from the S 1 origin [ Fig. 11(b) ]. Furthermore, there are no corresponding bands at twice these frequencies, indicating that they are not first members of long Franck-Condon progressions. This same behavior was noted in the DFL spectrum of the S 2 origin of DPM. Second, these transitions and the resonance fluorescence peak all show remarkably little activity in the torsion and butterfly modes built off them. The expanded view shown in Fig. 10(a) highlights this fact, where the T 0 1 and β 0 1 fundamentals are only about 10% the size of the resonance fluorescence, much smaller than in the S 1 origin emission. Thus, the torsional activity is suppressed relative to that from the S 1 origin, as occurred in DPM. 1 Finally, a set of transitions appears with first member at -127 cm −1 , closely analogous to the "clump" emission identified in the S 2 origin emission in DPM beginning at -83 cm in that case.
1, 2 Based on the analysis in DPM, we anticipate that the bands in this region are appearing as a result of internal mixing of the S 2 origin with S 1 vibronic levels nearby in energy, that report their quantum state make-up via v = 0 Franck-Condon emission back to corresponding level(s) in the S 0 state.
In b4HPM, identification of the levels responsible for mixing was facilitated by the DFL spectrum shown in Fig. 10(c) , due to the +117 cm −1 transition of b4HPM(B). This spectrum is shown rather than that from the corresponding transition in conformer A, because the transition due to B is not overlapped with b4HPM(A) transitions, and therefore provides a clearer picture of its vibronic make-up. This band, which is very weak in the excitation spectrum, has emission dominated by a false origin at -127 cm −1 , precisely, the frequency present in the S 2 origin emission [ Fig. 10(a) ]. This false origin has FC activity built off it due to torsion and butterfly modes, with intensities that are like those from the S 1 origin. Thus, a level 117 cm −1 above the S 1 origin in S 1 is emitting via v = 0 FC factors to a level 127 cm −1 above the S 0 zero-point level. The calculated frequencies for b4HPM (Table I) fundamental, gaining its oscillator strength by vibronic coupling to S 2 (a point to which we will return in the discussion).
The presence of the -127 cm −1 transition in the S 1 (v) emission from the (nominally) S 2 origin [ Fig. 10(a) ] then identifies the same S 1R 1 excited state level, which is 15 cm 1 β 1 , also of appropriate symmetry to do so. This level is predicted to be +163 cm −1 from the S 1 origin (117 + 46 cm −1 ), 31 cm −1 above the S 2 origin. The close proximity of the +134 cm −1 transition in the excitation spectrum (Fig. 5) to the S 2 origin (+132 cm −1 ) seemed to suggest that the two upper state levels might be mixed with one another. However, a high resolution scan of the +134 cm −1 band 6 revealed a transition dipole moment (TDM) orientation due to an S 0 -S 1 (v) transition, and therefore, involving an upper state not of the proper symmetry to mix with the S 2 zero-point level. The inherent intensity of this transition in excitation suggests the S 0 -S 1 R 1 0 transition as a possibility. Figure 10 (b) presents the DFL spectrum from this band in b4HPM(A). Indeed, the emission shows a strong progression in ν R = 155 cm −1 . At the same time, the dominant emission band appears at -138 cm −1 , reaching a ground state level 11 cm −1 above the 127 cm −1 level assigned toR 1 . This is precisely the frequency of theT fundamental in the ground state, leading to an assignment of the -138 cm −1 transition as R 1 1T 1 1 . We therefore postulate that the band at -138 cm −1 in the dispersed fluorescence spectrum in Fig. 10(b) is present by virtue of Duschinsky mixing or Fermi resonance between the S 1 R 1 and S 1R 1T 1 levels, where the latter level is anticipated to be close by (117 + 21.5 = 138.5 cm −1 ) in the absence of cross anharmonicity.
The assignments just discussed identify the S 1R 1 and S 1R 1 β 1 levels in S 1 as involved in internal mixing with the S 2 zero-point level, producing an excited state level of mixed character:
As shown in greater detail in the supplementary material 5 ( Fig. S2) , these S 1 levels are in close proximity to the S 2 zero-point level, and dominate the S 1 (v) emission in Fig. 10(a) . However, the overview DFL spectrum in Fig. 11(a) shows evidence of vibronic coupling much more extensive than this, producing the unusual intensity patterns observed in the ring modes and in even overtones ofT . Both the S 1 and S 2 emission are affected, with enhancements of ring-mode transitions from the S 2 origin occurring seemingly at the expense of a reduction in intensity in the same bands from the S 1 origin. In the Discussion section, we seek to bring all observations together into a single coherent picture via a vibronic coupling model.
V. DISCUSSION
A. Excitonic effects and internal mixing in b4HPM: Vibronic coupling model
One of the most intriguing aspects of the vibronic spectroscopy of b4HPM is the presence of, and interaction between, the two close-lying excited electronic states in this flexible bichromophore. Under jet-cooled, isolated conditions, it is possible to identify the S 0 -S 1 and S 0 -S 2 origins and assign a vibronic structure built off of each. Dispersed fluorescence spectra have provided state-specific insight to the vibronic coupling involving the two states, with clear spectroscopic signatures for the mixed electronic character particularly of the S 2 origin.
In this section, we compare and contrast internal mixing in b4HPM with the parent molecule DPM which we studied previously. 1 We also look in more detail at the spectroscopic manifestations of vibronic coupling between the two states.
Three intriguing aspects of the vibronic spectroscopy of b4HPM motivate our doing so. First, the excitonic splitting between S 1 and S 2 states is 132 cm −1 in b4HPM, a value close to that found in DPM. This occurs despite the fact that the oscillator strength of the electronic transitions in b4HPM (f = 0.083) is calculated to be almost 30 times greater than in DPM (f = 0.003). Transition dipole coupling models would therefore predict, all other things being equal, that the excitonic splitting should increase significantly in b4HPM relative to DPM. A further discussion of this issue is reserved for the rotationally resolved work to be reported elsewhere. 6 Second, we have noted the distinct asymmetry in the intensities of Franck-Condon active modes involving the ring modes 6a and 1, with intensities from the S 1 origin that are much smaller than in p-cresol, 19 while the corresponding bands in the S 2 origin DFL spectrum are enhanced significantly, dominating the spectrum.
Finally, v = 0 transitions are far too large in transitions involvingT than can be accounted for by any FC model that retains C 2 symmetry in both states (and thus has zero displacement along the nontotally symmetricT mode).
The theoretical description of vibronic coupling involving the two close-lying excited states of b4HPM shares much in common with the excitonic theory of molecular dimers. Recently, Leutwyler and co-workers have applied a linear vibronic coupling model to the 2-aminopyridine dimer, 9 thereby explaining its small excitonic splitting (11 cm
relative to a calculated splitting 40 times larger) and the complicated vibrational splittings observed in the jet-cooled excitation spectrum.
In b4HPM, the two ultraviolet chromophores are bound to one another by chemical bonds that determine the relative distance and orientation of the two chromophores. The lowfrequency torsional and bending vibrations of the two phenyl rings play the same role as the intermolecular vibrations of the dimer, modulating the relative distance and orientation of the two rings, and therefore, the electronic coupling between them. As in molecular dimers, molecular bichromophores also have a subset of the higher-frequency vibrational modes that are simple sums and differences of localized vibrations of the two chromophores. Since the Franck-Condon activity of the chromophore is dictated by the geometry changes involving these modes, they serve as a basis for the description of vibronic coupling in the bichromophore.
Given this close comparison, it is worthwhile to apply a linear vibronic coupling model to b4HPM using the formalism that has been applied in past studies to molecular dimers. It is not our purpose here to recapitulate this theory, but to introduce only those elements essential for understanding the vibronic spectroscopy of flexible bichromophores, such as b4HPM and DPM, 1, 2 and use it to identify and interpret the spectroscopic signatures that appear in the vibronic level excitation and dispersed fluorescence spectra.
Modeling the high-frequency ring modes
In b4HPM, p-cresol (CH 3 C 6 H 4 OH) is taken as the effective monomer chromophore, and the observed FranckCondon activity in the ring modes is used to predict the excited state displacements along symmetric monomer normal modes. Since the two chromophores in b4HPM are identical, their uncoupled energies are degenerate, and the consequent breakdown of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation requires a treatment of the vibronic energy levels and wave functions in an even-handed way that does not necessarily associate them with a single potential energy surface. Similarly, much as in a molecular dimer, a molecular bichromophore has many high-frequency normal modes that are associated with the motion of atoms localized on the two chromophores. Again, by symmetry, these normal modes are to a good approximation sums and differences of the localized vibrations of p-cresol.
Proceeding as before from a localized description, the wavefunctions of the bichromophore can be written as the product of electronic wavefunctions of the two rings for the ground state as 0 (q, Q 0 ) = ψ 
having diagonal elements that describe the vibrational Hamiltonian of one of the (localized) excited state chromophore normal modes with frequency ω i and linear displacement LQ i (e.g., the symmetric ring breathing mode of p-cresol 19 ) , and off-diagonal elements V AB that account for the excitonic coupling between the two chromophores. The eigenvectors of Eq. (1) are the mixing coefficients, α(Q) and β(Q), of the final wavefunctions, (q; Q) = α(Q) e A (q; Q) + β(Q) e B (q; Q). In C 2 symmetry, the symmetry-adapted electronic basis functions,
e ), and normal coordinates,
, are most appropriate. The transcription of Eq. (1) to dimensionless elements follows that given beforē
where C = V AB /¯ω, and b = (2¯μω 3 ) −1/2 L. The off-diagonal elements, b m q -, mix the lower diagonal block (S − ) with the upper block (S + ) to give the S 1 and S 2 states, respectively. The subscripts on b are important only for the treatment of the inter-ring vibrational modes discussed below.
While aspects of the problem can be analyzed by considering each of the vibrations in turn within the context of the 1D model outlined in Eqs. (1) and (2), it was not possible to account for the excitonic splitting and ring-mode intensity patterns within a 1D model. As a result, a C language program was written to expand the single mode model to n vibrations. 24 Each dimension expands the column dimension (and row) by m 2 , where m represents the basis set size for that vibration. Without extraordinary resources, the matrix size limits the practical use of this exact treatment to four or five vibrations with minimal basis sets. To account for each of the n vibrational frequencies, dimensionless scaling is applied as a ratio, ν n /ν 1 to all matrix elements of that mode. In this multimode ansatz, it is easily verified that only one nonzero value of C is needed. Spectral predictions following diagonalization of the matrix are compared with the observed spectra after multiplication of the eigenvalues by the ν 1 fundamental frequency.
We first applied this model to address why the S 2 origin DFL intensities of the ring modes 6a and 1 are enhanced relative to those from the S 1 origin. Calculations using a 2D model were performed using the parameters given in Table III Inspection of the eigenvectors gives some insight into the effect of vibronic coupling. While both the S 1 and S 2 states have mixed character from each of the zero-order S − and S + blocks to which they correlate, respectively, the S 2 origin is particularly affected by having more than 40% S − charac- ter (sum of the coefficients squared) in contrast to less than 20% S + character in the S 1 origin. As one consequence, the ratio of the S 1 :S 2 resonant fluorescence intensities increases to 6:1 from the 4:1 ratio observed in excitation. The largest impact of vibronic coupling in Fig. 12 is evident in the relative emission intensities to 6a/6ā and 1/1. Nearly all of the S 2 origin emission character is derived from the S 16 a 1 and1 1 vibronically coupled states. The corresponding negative components of emission exceed in both cases the S 2 origin intensities to 6a and 1 by greater than ten-fold. In contrast, the S 26 a 1 and1 1 positive emission character in the S 1 state remains a minor factor in the (nominal) S 1 origin emission (by ≈ten-fold). Both the increased bias in the resonant fluorescence character and the more nearly equal weighting of S 1 character in both origins favor the enhancements observed in the ring mode-emission intensities.
The inter-ring modes R/R and T/T
The inter-ring modes shown in Figs. 3(b)-3(e) form two symmetric/antisymmetric pairs due to phenyl ring flapping (R/R) and torsion (T/T ). These modes are not localized on each of the rings, but can nevertheless be thought of as simple sums and differences of localized motions that reorient the two rings with respect to one another. We therefore postulate that these two pairs of vibrations can be treated in the framework of the linear vibronic coupling model in much the same way as the ring modes (6a and 1) themselves, and test this postulate against the observed intensity patterns involving these modes in the excitation and dispersed fluorescence.
The results of initial 2D calculations using b parameters determined from the experimental Franck-Condon activity in R and T fails at all levels to account for the observed UVHB spectrum (see Fig. S5 ). The close proximity of the R/R mode pair to the S 2 origin causes severe vibronic coupling to occur and results in splitting of theR Table III . The b m value for R/R is 0.065, nearly an order of magnitude smaller than the on-diagonal elements. This analysis clearly shows that this inter-ring mode pair is much less efficient in its vibronic coupling than the ring modes themselves.
Thus, even though emission involving theR mode played a key role in identifying the presence of vibronic coupling in intensity in emission to theT fundamental at -11 cm -1 . However, this emission is not observed. Instead, the experimentally observed anomaly involved the v = ±2 transitions inT , which are far too intense to be accounted for by the Franck-Condon activity.
Thus, inclusion of the inter-ring modes in the model as vibrational pairs on the same footing as the ring modes appears not to be fully justified, suggesting that further refinement of the model is needed for their proper description. One possible extension would involve inclusion of a quadratic term in the vibronic coupling involving the T/T pair, leading to a turn-on in v = ±2 transitions. The simplifying assumption that the uncoupled vibrations in each pair have the same frequency in S 0 , S 1 , and S 2 states also needs to be evaluated, since the R/R and T/T pairs have frequencies that change significantly upon electronic excitation (I). Furthermore, the ring modes are only mildly perturbed by the presence of the second ring, while the inter-ring mode frequencies are defined by their interaction. Such refinements are left for future work.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The present study of the vibronic spectroscopy of b4HPM has led to a detailed characterization of the levels involved in vibronic coupling between the close-lying S 1 and S 2 states of this flexible bichromophore. The emission from the S 0 -S 1 and S 0 -S 2 origins, which are separated by only 132 cm −1 from one another, shows a detailed evidence of the states most directly involved in the mixing. In summarizing the important conclusions to be drawn from this work, it is also useful to compare vibronic coupling in b4HPM and DPM.
Table IV summarizes and compares key aspects of the vibronic coupling in b4HPM and DPM. It is clear from the comparison that many aspects of the vibronic coupling are retained between the two molecules. Both the splitting between S 1 and S 2 origins (123 cm −1 in DPM vs 132 cm −1 in b4HPM) and the S 1 :S 2 intensity ratio (5:1 vs 4:1) are nearly the same in the two molecules. The much greater inherent oscillator strength of the cresol chromophore over that of toluene would suggest a much larger splitting for b4HPM than DPM. However, the similar splitting can be accounted for by a detailed consideration of the changes in the localized TDM orientations determined from rotationally resolved UV analyses of the S 1 origins. 6 A simple transition dipole interaction model based on these results gives a splitting that is four-fold smaller than that in DPM. Further reduction of the excitonic interactions may derive from the damping factors needed to model the inter-ring modes in b4HPM.
The strongly enhanced intensity of emission from the S 2 origin to the6a 0 1 and1 0 1 fundamentals is also present in both molecules. In our earlier study of DPM, we noted this fact, but lacked an explanation for it. Here the multimode linear vibronic coupling model developed in this work is used to prove that this enhancement in the S 2 origin emission to thē 6a and1 fundamentals is accompanied by a corresponding reduction in intensity in the 6a 0 1 and 1 0 1 transitions from the S 1 origin, and both effects are a characteristic signature of vibronic mixing involving these modes. Comparison of the spectra of b4HPM with p-cresol identified these same transitions as the ones carrying strong Franck-Condon activity in the single chromophore, and proves that the linear vibronic coupling model can be used to account for this emission. The final result of this modeling is that the S 2 origin is in fact a highly mixed S 2 /S 1 level with substantial components from S 16 a 1 and1 1 . In addition to this mixing involving the Franck-Condon active ring modes, there is weaker mixing involving lowfrequency inter-ring modes that are in close proximity to the S 2 origin. In DPM, this additional mixing involved (T T β) levels with quantum make-up (050), (230), (410), and (011). These levels are a set nearest in energy to the S 2 origin of the correct symmetry to couple to it (odd quanta in T ). Since many of these levels involve v(T ) > 1, this mixing cannot be accounted for by a linear vibronic coupling model, and was previously ascribed to higher-order terms in the Herzberg-Teller vibronic coupling scheme. 25 In b4HPM, OH substitution in the para positions on the ring has dropped the frequency of the ring flapping vibrationR (117 cm −1 in S 1 ) so that its fundamental falls in close proximity to the S 2 origin (+132 cm −1 ). This level now dominates the nearresonant S 2 /S 1 mixing, producing emission ascribable to S 1 R is also prominent in the emission, arising from an upper state located 29 cm -1 above the S 2 origin. Interestingly, this near-resonant mixing between S 2 0 0 and S 1R 1 is predicted by the linear vibronic coupling model to be much larger than that observed given the Franck-Condon activity in its symmetric partner S 1 R 1 0 . A phenomenological damping is able to bring observation and model into agreement. We postulate that the ring-flapping modes R andR do not modulate the electronic coupling between the two rings significantly. However, a full physical understanding of the damping in coupling awaits further theoretical work.
Finally, the phenyl torsional modes also appear to be involved in vibronic coupling in a way that cannot be accounted for by a linear vibronic coupling model. The most prominent observed effect is the greatly increased intensity in the v = ±2 transitions involvingT despite the almost complete lack of a v = ±1 counterpart anticipated by the model. The enhanced v = ±2 emission was also observed in DPM, but to a lesser degree. Inclusion of quadratic coupling terms in the vibronic coupling model [Eqs. (1)- (2)] may be necessary to account for observation. The antisymmetric phenyl torsionT maintains a nearly 90
• relative orientation between the two phenyl rings, and thus might not be anticipated to be a strong mechanism for vibronic coupling. These phenyl torsional modes are probed in greater detail in our studies of conformational isomerization in b4HPM. 
